New Faculty Orientation (NFO) Seminar Series

Sponsored by the Office of the Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs in Partnership with the Center for Pedagogy in Arts and Design (C-PAD)

Innovative Teaching: Penn State Faculty Showcase

This session celebrates creative and innovative teaching practices that utilize technology to enhance student learning. A select panel of faculty will share concrete examples from their teaching practices and provide specific resources to help new faculty who are considering integrating similar methods into their own courses.

Presenters:

- Angela Brown, Lecturer in Accounting and Program Coordinator in Business, Penn State Schuylkill
- Mary Dean Coleman-Kelly, Associate Teaching Professor of Nutritional Sciences, Director of the Dietetics Program, Penn State University Park
- Dawn Pfeifer Reitz, Assistant Teaching Professor of Communication Arts and Sciences, Penn State Berks
- Jenny Shook, Lecturer in Statistics, Penn State University Park
- Chris Staley, Distinguished Professor of Art, Penn State University Park
- Kristal Tucker, Assistant Teaching Professor of Biology, Penn State Greater Allegheny
- Josh Wede, Teaching Professor of Psychology and Director, World Campus Program in Psychology, Penn State University Park

Wednesday, January 27, 2021
12:00 to 1:30 p.m.
Zoom

Registration Deadline – Monday, January 25, 2021
For registration information and an invitation, please contact Wendy Blumenthal at wjy100@psu.edu.